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A different time...A different place...What if you were there?More than 200 years ago, two
thousand people lived in the town of Williamsburg, Virginia.If you lived back then...What would
your house look like?What games and sports would you play?Would you go to school?What
happened when you were sick or hurt?This book tells you what it was like to grow up in colonial
days, before there was a United States of America.
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Mommymemommy, “Great, informational book... but a couple things off about it. I really love this
series of books, and this one is no exception. They make it very interesting for the child (and
parent!) to read and give lots of good info. Many times I will learn something new myself! For
those teaching in a "classical" approach, I highly recommend these books.But I would suggest
reading them first to make sure there are no things contrary to what you want to get across to the
student; or discussing the book with your child (even better!). In this book, I came across a few
things that may or may not be an issue for you. First, they made it out as if women had JOBS
back then... as if they were the same as the men's jobs. I don't think that is quite an accurate
representation of how it was... yes, the women did chores, helped with animals, farming, etc...
but essentially they were almost always housewives. I wish they had touched on that a bit better
instead of fudging the lines there. Second, they talked about children not sassing their parents
and doing what they were asked as if it was PAST tense. Maybe my kids are odd in that regard
(maybe because they are still young! LOL), but mine don't really talk back to me, so I didn't
appreciate them making it out as if that was odd or something. And of course children still do
what parents ask of them. They may fight it, but a grounded kid is a grounded kid, right? :) The
general expectation in even today's society is that kids generally are to do what they parents
ask, so it was odd the way they portrayed it. Third, they very much did the same thing with
spanking for misbehaving. Now, I understand that this is a very controversial subject, but the
book said that "back then, parents still believed that it was okay to spank or paddle". Okay, fair
enough... true. But some parents think the same thing nowadays, and the way they spent a
whole paragraph on it, insinuating that parents wouldn't do such a ridiculous thing today is not at
all an accurate portrayal... last I heard, some parents STILL do this today, even if it's not as
commonplace as it once was. They did the same with midwives and doctors, and I know some
people who have done home births so if you have energy on this... Obviously these are minor
things that you can discuss to give a bit better historical perspective rather than the one that the
book portrayed, just wanted to give a heads up of a few areas that in my mind, weren't quite
accurately portrayed (which is unusual for this series). I don't really have an issue with the book
and am happily passing it on to my children, but I am aware that others may very well have a
huge amount of energy on them, so I wanted to give a heads up.Really great series overall, and
highly recommend!”

V. Russell, “Excellent start to a trip to Williamsburg. I bought this book before taking my 9 and 12
year old grandchildren to Williamsburg. As we read the book they learned many differences
between current times and the lives of colonial children. They made notes of questions to ask
"colonials" and, with only two days there, knew what buildings they wanted to make sure they hit.”

Virginia Hunt, “Colonial Williamsburg: A Primer for Colonial History. This is a great book to read



with children and introduce them to colonial history. Colorful illustrations support pages of rich
content that are easy to read and understand. Best of all, it is based on Colonial Williamsburg in
Virginia, and if you live close enough, you can top the reading off with a visit! If you live too far
away, this is the next best avenue to learn about the town via armchair traveling! Kids will want
to read it again and again.”

Meme, “Nice book for colonial study. Great quick history that kids should enjoy”

T Fam 5, “Perfect  for home school. great book, not the usual info, my kids love it.”

NICHIBEI, “Great for Intercultural Communication in ESL. I'm teaching Early American History to
Japanese adults who have an "elementary" level of English and virtually no experience in
studying American history. The "If You Lived in ....." books targeted for US elementary school
children is ideal for college students in Japan. Just the title causes discussion. eg. Why do you
spell Willimasburg with ..burg but then spell Pittsburgh with "h"?”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great for early elementary age students. I purchased this for the
grandchildren before we visited Williamsburg. They read a section each day and reported back
to me one fact they learned from that day's reading. It was a hit, as it contained some "fun" facts
and the boys pointed things out they had learned from the book as we toured Williamsburg!
Great for early elementary age students.”

Ebook Library Reader, “My 4th grader loves history and really enjoys reading all .... My 4th
grader loves history and really enjoys reading all of these books. They're interesting for both
kids and adults.”

The book by Barbara Brenner has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 97 people have provided feedback.
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